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Process of implementing a national indicator set

 Step 1: Initiating the process

 Step 2: Forming a technical working group

 Step 3: Developing an action plan with timeline

 Step 4: Selecting the indicators and statistics for national set

 Step 5: Planning the production with available data

 Step 6: Implementing the plan

 Step 7: Evaluating the production plan, process and outputs

 Step 8: Following-up on the evaluation
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Step 1: Initiating the process

• No official request – start on NSI initiative

• Writing of climate law

• creation of a “climate observatory”

• Dissemination tools

• Short paper (published in October 2019)

• Time series on web portal
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Step 2: Forming a technical working group

• Development and implementation carried out under an 

existing group “WG on environment statistics”

• Composed of technical experts from several administrations: 

Agriculture, Nature and Forest, Environment, Transport, Energy, 

Water, 

• and a representative of Research center

• chaired by NSI Luxembourg
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Step 3: Developing an action plan with timeline

• June 2018: adding climate change as a topic of statistical program of 

WG “Environment Statistics”

• First quarter of 2019: selection of indicators

• Second quarter of 2019: production of time series

• June 2019: adoption of indicator set by WG “Environment Statistics”

• October 2019: publication of a short paper with the 25 indicators
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Step 4: Selecting the indicators and statistics for national set

• Analysis the CES core set of CCRI

• Selection of core indicators for national list

• Relevance for the country

• Data availability

• If data are not available : proposition of proxy indicators

• If we have the choice: preference to SEEA indicators

• Selection of contextual and operational indicators

• Balance between sub-areas
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Step 5: Planning the production with available data

Luxembourg production plan has been structured in five steps: 

• Phase 1: test last version of recommended CES indicator set 

• Phase 2: select national key indicators based on two criteria: relevance 

for the country and quality of data set 

• Phase 3: define contextual indicators to complement the national key 

indicators 

• Phase 4: validate selected indicators by the Working Group on 

Environment Statistics (June 2019) 

• Phase 5: implement regular production of this new national indicators list 
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Step 6: Implementing the plan

1. Collect the needed data

2. Calculate the indicators following the methodology* 

*For transparency and traceability, writing of national metadata sheets 

3. Analyse the results with the aim to: 

• Check the consistency of historical series and between related indicators 

• Prepare an explanation on “intended inconsistencies” and important data 
gaps (e.g. the difference between territory and residence-based 
indicators)  

4. Disseminate in the form of desired products. 
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Step 7: Evaluating the production plan, process and outputs

After the publication of the short paper, many reactions :

• From stakeholders:
• Better explain the aim of CCRI set compared to the monitoring of 

national objectives of GHG reduction

• Support a regular compilation of these indicators

• From technical users:
• Improve CCRI set with additional indicators on agriculture 

• Revise analysis of meteorological indicators



Benefits of implementing a national CCRI
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• Valorize our statistics

• Give a role to NSI in CC discussions

• Create the debate on monitoring the impact

• Consider the need of new statistics
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Thanks for your attention!
Questions?


